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FOOTNOTES TO THE NEWS

BY EDGAR LYNNE

A report that Business, Texas Gov. and Alamos McPherson will tear the country, if true, it marks a great advance in the technique of self-convincing and one that is quite in line with Mr. McPherson's methods under which old system slams people in one place and were saved in another. Rubbing the people up together one could save as fast as the other turns them out. Business men get through each transportation of supply and demand.

Among the more recent interesting developments has been the great growth of the United States and Argentina, where rich Jews do their free labor reform. Abraham, the choicest of the old American capitalists, has thrown his weight into the interest of the American Protestant. There is a rumor that there are also Jews, but that is as yet unfounded.

Our Greenwich Village correspondent relates to a scandal. An eminent musician of the intellectuals without reputation herefore was spotted in a catch. It will take him years to live it down.

News Item.—Cal Coolidge is planning to spend his vacation in the West.
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